VOWELLESS CROSSWORD #1
by Trip Payne

ACROSS
1 CLEAVE
4 RHINELAND-PALATINATE
15 “IMAGINE”
16 GUARANTEED ANNUAL INCOME
17 PLATEAU
18 TENDER IS THE NIGHT
19 ASTAIRE
20 INNERMOST RECESSES
21 SHACK
23 TURNSTILE
24 DROPPING A HINT
27 SUNLIT
31 ROULETTE TABLES
32 PROVIDENCE
34 COLLATERALS
35 MEAT GRINDER
36 TRASH CAN
37 CLOTHESPINS
38 ONE-STOP
39 HEARTSTRINGS
40 REAP A PROFIT
43 TOTAL UP
44 LONG ISLAND RAILROAD
49 BABAR
50 WORD ASSOCIATION TEST
51 REAR UP
52 SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE
53 SERIOUS
54 THE POINTER SISTERS
55 HOUSES

DOWN
1 COMPASS DIRECTION
2 LEGAL THRILLERS
3 VENTURE CAPITALIST
4 RIGATONI
5 HORN IN
6 NEANDERTHALS
7 ULTRAMARINES
8 IN DISSENT
9 IDENTITIES
10 OPEN-HEART
11 ALL-INCLUSIVE RESORT
12 TONGUES
13 NACHOS
14 TOMATOES
15 KEPT THE PRESSURE ON
16 ALL-INCLUSIVE RESORT
17 IN A TRICE
18 GOBLIN
19 ROUGH IT
20 IN A TRICE
21 IN A TRICE
22 IN A TRICE
23 IN A TRICE
24 IN A TRICE
25 IN A TRICE
26 IN A TRICE
27 IN A TRICE
28 IN A TRICE
29 LENDING LIBRARIES
30 AT CROSS-PURPOSES
31 POTATOES
32 ROUGH IT
33 ROUGH IT
34 ROUGH IT
35 “I’M A LITTLE TEAPOT”
36 “I’M A LITTLE TEAPOT”
37 CAREFREENESS
38 CAREFREENESS
39 HARD TIMES
40 HARD TIMES
41 PLEASANT
42 PAUNCHIER
43 PAUNCHIER
44 LAWSUIT
45 LAWSUIT
46 UNEARTH
47 UNEARTH
48 UNEARTH
49 UNEARTH
50 UNEARTH